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FUTUreFUTUre

as one of just 18 hospitals  

named to the U.S. News &  

World Report Honor Roll, 

University Hospitals case Medical 

center is committed to building 

upon a legacy of medical discovery 

that began nearly 150 years ago 

and continues today through 

University Hospitals Seidman 

cancer center.

This spirit of innovation and medical 
discovery is demonstrated today in a 
number of programs and initiatives that 
are helping forge medicine’s future:

•   ground has broken on a new  
$30 million proton Therapy center 
that will be the first in ohio to offer 
this revolutionary therapy. 

•   research at case Western reserve 
School of Medicine into the genomics 
of breast cancer and gastrointestinal 
cancers is helping to identify the 
causes of and improve treatments for 
these cancers.

•   a new interdisciplinary onco-
cardiology program addresses the  
care of patients with cancer who are 
at risk for heart failure.

•   The first hybrid peT/Mri system in 
a cancer hospital in the U.S. and 
the first high-field-strength (3 Tesla) 
intraoperative Mri unit in a cancer 
hospital are providing our clinicians 
new options in diagnosis and 
treatment for cancer patients.

We welcome your feedback on how we 
can work together to further enhance 
the treatment of cancer patients.

DeaR ColleagUe:

nathan levitan, md
President, University Hospitals Seidman Cancer 
Center at UH Case Medical Center
Professor, Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine

stanton l. Gerson, md
Director, UH Seidman Cancer Center and  
Case Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Asa and Patricia Shiverick – Jane Shiverick 
(Tripp) Professor of Hematologic Oncology, 
Case Western Reserve University  
School of Medicine
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UH Seidman cancer center, which opened a 120-bed freestanding 
cancer hospital in spring 2011, drives innovative care from orientation 
through survivorship by providing more than 10,000 patients a year 
with access to the nation’s best experts in surgical oncology, medical 
oncology, radiation oncology, pathology, nursing, social work and 
psychology; advanced treatments; and leading-edge technology. its 
teams practice in a collaborative, multidisciplinary setting where they 
coordinate an individualized treatment plan through the best use of 
surgery, radiation and chemotherapy.

dedicated to promising clinical research in the fight against cancer 
through more than 300 clinical trials that are studying and developing 
novel procedures, tests, tools and medications, UH Seidman cancer 
center is one of only seven centers in the country to have access to a 
pipeline of new drugs through the nci.  

University Hospitals 
Seidman cancer center

University Hospitals Seidman Cancer Center is part of the 
Case Comprehensive Cancer Center at Case Western Reserve 

University, one of only 41 programs in the United States 
to be designated by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) as 

a Comprehensive Cancer Center. This prestigious honor 
requires that those designated undertake a wide breadth 

of research in laboratory, clinical and population-based 
research, as well as significant transdisciplinary research 

that bridges these scientific areas. 
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With more than 1,000 registered beds, UH case Medical 
center provides primary, specialty and subspecialty medical 
and surgical care. located in the heart of cleveland’s University 
circle on a beautiful 35-acre campus, UH case Medical center 
includes general medical, intensive care and surgical units, as 
well as three major specialty hospitals:

University Hospitals Seidman Cancer Center

University Hospitals MacDonald Women’s Hospital

University Hospitals Rainbow Babies & Children’s Hospital

our physicians and researchers – who also serve as faculty 
at case Western reserve University School of Medicine – are 
leaders in their respective fields, and their ongoing clinical 
research programs push the boundaries of medical progress.

our dedication to clinical research and education has played 
a major role in building UH case Medical center’s rich legacy 
of medical innovation, and continues to this day. coupled 
with a commitment to implementing the latest therapies and 
integrating with the most technologically advanced hospitals 
and community facilities, UH Case Medical Center offers a 
depth of care and scope of services unmatched by any 
other medical center in ohio.

1,000+
registered 
beds

3
major 
specialty 
hospitals

35
acre 
campus

UH CaSe MeDICal CeNTeR
among the nation’s leading academic medical centers,  
UH case Medical center is the primary affiliate of  
Case Western reserve University school of medicine.

THe PRIMaRy affIlIaTe of  
case Western reserve University School of Medicine

The commitment to exceptional patient care begins with revolutionary 
discovery. University Hospitals Case medical Center is the primary affiliate 
of Case Western reserve University school of medicine, a national leader 
in medical research and education, and consistently ranked among the 
top research medical schools in the country by U.S. News & World Report. 
Through their faculty appointments at Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine, physicians at UH Case Medical Center are advancing 
medical care through innovative research and discovery that bring the 
latest treatment options to patients.
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UH Seidman cancer center offers leading-edge 

treatments earlier than most other cancer centers.  

our new drug developments, in early-phase clinical  

trials, give patients access to the latest discoveries  

in treating cancer. in addition, our minimally invasive 

technology allows us to remove cancer by means  

of a small incision or no incision at all.

recognized by U.S. news & World report as the 15th 

best cancer care program in the country, the mission of 

UH Seidman cancer center is simple: to cure cancer.

UH Seidman 
Cancer Center 

Dr. Marcos de Lima
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every patient receives the input of multiple physicians, giving 
the patient a comprehensive treatment plan. as experts in 
their specialty, many physicians lead research funded by nci 
grants to case Western reserve University School of Medicine, 
enabling discoveries that ensure the highest level of care and 
work toward a cure for cancer.

nathan levitan, md, mBa, is President of UH Seidman 
Cancer Center, and Professor, Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine. dr. levitan oversees the cancer hospital 
on the main campus of UH case Medical center and its 
15 ambulatory sites in northern ohio. He has been in this 
position since 2008. From 2003 to 2008, he served as Senior 
vice president and chief Medical officer for the University 
Hospitals system. prior to that he was Senior vice president 
and systemwide chief Medical officer for University Hospitals, 
including UH case Medical center and its affiliated community 
hospitals. He joined UH in 1991 as a thoracic medical 
oncologist and clinical researcher. He is the author of a wide 
variety of articles and abstracts in the field of medical oncology.

dr. levitan, a graduate of Brandeis University and Tufts 
University School of Medicine, completed his residency in 
internal Medicine at Boston University and the Boston va 
Medical center and a fellowship in hematology and oncology 
and blood banking at the Boston va Medical center and the 
University of Massachusetts Medical center. He also earned 
a Master of Business administration from the Weatherhead 
School of Management at case Western reserve University.

NatioNally 
RecogNized 
expeRts
UNIveRSITy HoSPITalS  
SeIDMaN CaNCeR CeNTeR

UH seidman Cancer Center  
      physician-scientists are at the forefront  
 of discoveries in cancer care. 

Drs. Nathan Levitan, Stanton Gerson and Julian Kim
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nationally 
reCoGnized 
experts

stanton l. Gerson, md, is Director, UH Seidman Cancer Center 
and Case Comprehensive Cancer Center; and Asa and Patricia 
Shiverick – Jane Shiverick (Tripp) Professor of Hematologic 
Oncology, Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine.  
dr. gerson is an internationally recognized clinical researcher in the 
areas of stem cells, hematologic malignancies and developmental 
therapeutics. in the School of Medicine laboratory, he was the first 
to describe low levels of MgMT gene expression in hematopoietic 
stem cells and the first to identify both MgMT gene transfer into 
hematopoietic stem cells as a drug protection mechanism and the 
role of MgMT in protection from alkylating agent-induced cancers. 
He described the use of novel drugs that inhibit MgMT and base 
excision repair in cancer treatments, which are now in early phase 
trials. His recent work focuses on the role of dna repair in stem cell 
maintenance and protection from leukemogenesis. 

dr. gerson has received several prestigious honors from 
the american cancer Society and the Mt. Sinai Health care 
Foundation, is a member of the american association of physicians 
and the national cancer institute Board of Scientific advisors, and 
is a past member of the association of american cancer institute’s 
board of directors. He was presented with the 2012 case Western 
reserve Medal for excellence in Health Science innovation.

Julian Kim, md, ms, Chief Medical Officer, UH Seidman Cancer 
Center; Charles A. Hubay Chair in Surgery, UH Case Medical 
Center; and Professor of Surgery, Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine, is responsible for quality and inpatient clinical 
services for the cancer hospital. a renowned cancer surgeon,  
dr. Kim has been chief of oncologic Surgery at UH Seidman 
cancer center since 2006, and unified all cancer surgery 
capabilities for the transition to the new cancer hospital. in this 
role, dr. Kim has overseen and aligned various cancer surgery 
services throughout University Hospitals and has integrated 
all surgical specialties with UH Seidman cancer center’s 
multidisciplinary care teams. dr. Kim is a recognized expert in 
the treatment of patients who have melanoma, breast cancer, 
soft tissue sarcomas or gastrointestinal (gi) malignancies. He also 
heads a translational research laboratory that is developing a next 
generation of activated T cells for adoptive immunotherapy of 
patients with advanced melanoma.

neal J. meropol, md, is Chief, Division of Hematology and 
Oncology, and Dr. Lester E. Coleman, Jr., Chair of Cancer Research  
and Therapeutics, UH Case Medical Center, and Professor of 
Medicine, Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine.  
He also serves as associate director for clinical research at the 
case comprehensive cancer center, and associate director 
for clinical programs, UH Seidman cancer center. dr. Meropol 
has a national reputation for his research contributions in gi 
malignancies, including evaluation of new agents, predictors  
of response and outcome, and assessment of the economic  
impact of care. He is also well recognized for his work in patient  
decision-making and doctor-patient communication with regard to 
clinical trials. His national leadership roles include co-chair of the 
nci gi Steering committee and past-chair of the american Society 
of clinical oncology (aSco) cancer research committee and 
comparative effectiveness Task Force.

mitchell machtay, md, Chairman, Department of Radiation 
Oncology, UH Case Medical Center and Case Western Reserve 
University School of Medicine; Vincent K. Smith Chair in Radiation 
Oncology, UH Case Medical Center; and Professor, Case Western 
Reserve University School of Medicine, is highly regarded as a 
national clinical research leader in radiation oncology. dr. Machtay’s 
areas of interest and expertise include lung cancer, head and neck 
cancer and tumors within or near the central nervous system.  
in his position, he works closely with the clinical investigators 
at UH Seidman cancer center. He is nationally recognized  
for his outstanding leadership, serving as the deputy chair  
of the radiation Therapy oncology group (rTog) since 2000.  
The rTog is the major coordinating center for clinical trials in 
radiation therapy in the country. dr. Machtay is on the editorial 
board for the international Journal of radiation oncology-
Biology-physics. He also has been an editorial board member of 
several medical journals and has delivered numerous national and 
international presentations.
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lyndsay Harris, md, is Director, Breast Cancer Program,  
UH Seidman Cancer Center; and Professor of Medicine, Case 
Western Reserve School of Medicine. She is also the Diana Hyland 
Chair for Breast Cancer at UH Case Medical Center. a nationally 
recognized expert in breast cancer treatment and research,  
dr. Harris has focused her research into the genomic aspects of 
breast cancer and the development of novel strategies to evaluate 
and treat breast cancer. Her research includes the validation of a 
new 6-gene signature, discovered in her laboratory, that predicts 
complete response to trastuzumab, the molecular classification of 
response to therapy in Her2-positive, early-stage breast cancer, 
and clinical trials investigating optimal therapy for various types 
of breast cancers. dr. Harris came to the School of Medicine from 
yale University, where she served as head, Breast Medical oncology, 
and co-leader, cancer genetics and genomics, yale cancer center. 
She is the principal investigator for several phase i, ii and iii clinical 
trials for the treatment of advanced breast cancer. dr. Harris has 
served leadership roles on several prominent national committees, 
including as the associate chair for breast cancer, aSco Tumor 
Marker guidelines Subcommittee; alliance for clinical Trials in 
oncology Breast committee correlative Science co-chair; and a 
cadre member of the department of defense integration panel.

marcos JG de lima, md, is Medical Director, Hematologic 
Malignancies and Stem Cell Transplant Program, UH Seidman 
Cancer Center; and Professor of Medicine, Case Western Reserve 
University School of Medicine. dr. de lima focuses on transplants 
for patients without Hla identical sibling donors and post-
transplant strategies designed to prevent leukemia relapse. He is 
also interested in epigenetic manipulation of the immune-mediated 
graft-versus-leukemia and graft-versus-host disease phenomena. 
dr. de lima joined the School of Medicine from the University of 
Texas Md anderson cancer center, where he served as professor 
of medicine in the department of Stem cell Transplantation and 
cellular Therapy, division of cancer Medicine, and director of the 
Unrelated donor program. dr. de lima has held many national 
offices, and he is currently protocol design co-chair, nci-sponsored 
international Workshop on relapse after allogeneic Hematopoietic 
Stem cell Transplantation, and treasurer, american Society of Blood 
and Marrow Transplantation.

long recognized as a leader in the development of the 
multidisciplinary model of care, UH Seidman cancer center brings 
together the expertise and perspectives of renowned experts in 
surgical oncology, medical oncology, radiation oncology, pathology, 
nursing, social work and psychology to develop integrated care 
plans that are tailored to each patient. Treatment plans may 
involve combination therapies, including a sequence of surgery, 
chemotherapy or radiation oncology and participation in state-of-
the-art clinical trials, all of which are now available in one facility. 
our surgeons specialize in the following areas: 

•   Benign 
hematology 

•   Brain tumor and 
neuro-oncology

•   Breast cancer

•   cutaneous cancer

•   gastrointestinal 
oncology

•   genitourinary 
cancer

•   gynecologic 
cancer

•   Head and  
neck cancer

•   Malignant 
hematology

•   Sarcomas,  
bone and soft 
tissue cancer

•   Thoracic and 
esophageal cancer

•   pediatric cancernationally 
reCoGnized 
experts

leaDINg THe Way IN 
mUltidisCiplinary Care 

Dr. Pierre Lavertu
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UH Seidman cancer 
center has added the 
latest advanced imaging 
technology that enhances 
how certain cancers are 
diagnosed, monitored and 
treated. The center offers the 
first hybrid peT/Mri system 
in a clinical setting in the 
United States and the first 
high-field-strength (3 Tesla) 
intraoperative Mri unit in a 
cancer hospital worldwide. 

The peT/Mri offering, led 
by pablo r. ros, md, 
phd, mpH, Chairman 
and Theodore J. Castele 
Professor, Department of 
Radiology, UH Case Medical 
Center and Case Western 
Reserve University School 
of Medicine, has numerous 
applications in oncology. 

For example, pediatric 
patients with cancer face 
many years of repeated 
imaging studies as part of 
standard follow-up for the 
disease. peT/Mri scanning 
markedly decreases the 
radiation that accompanies 
a peT/cT imaging study, 
therefore reducing the 
radiation that a young 
person is exposed to  
over a lifetime. 

combining Mri with peT 
also excels over other 
imaging options in neuro-
oncology and cancers of the 
breast, rectum, prostate, 

Using pet/mri in 
Cancer detection and 
intraoperative mri in 

Cancer treatment

head and neck, soft tissue 
and bone. radiologists can 
obtain simultaneous peT 
and Mri images, rather than 
the alternate approach of 
performing a peT/cT scan on 
one day and Mri on another 
day in the same patient. The 
simultaneous images allow 
radiation oncologists to 
provide the best information 
about the tumor location, 
as well as evidence about 
the staging of the disease 
and potential metastatic 
extension at the same time.

The high-field-strength 
intraoperative Mri unit 
allows regular use of the Mri 
equipment at the same time 
as the or is in use, thanks to 
an Mri-compatible door that 
can open and close while the 
Mri magnet is operational 
and is airtight to prevent 
bacterial contamination  
from spreading into the  
or from the Mri instrument 
and vice versa.

Dr. Pablo Ros

andrew sloan, md, 
Director, Brain Tumor & 
Neuro-Oncology Center, 
Peter D. Cristal Chair in 
Neurosurgery, UH Case 
Medical Center; and 
Associate Professor, Case 
Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine, and 
a team of neurosurgeons 
have been employing this 
new tool in neurosurgery. 
With the intraoperative 
Mri unit, they can remove 
a brain tumor according to 
images obtained immediately 
prior to surgery, and then, 
with the patient still under 
anesthesia and the cranium 
still open, they can move the 
patient back into the Mri 
machine for another image 
to verify that all cancerous 
tissue has been removed.
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The center for cancer drug 
development, in partnership 
with case Western reserve 
University, brings together 
biochemists, pharmacologists, 
animal pathologists, animal and 
human imaging experts, cancer 
biologists, medicinal chemists 
and clinical oncologists, who 
work together to speed up the 
flow of novel cancer therapies 
from research laboratory to 
patient bedside.

one of its current projects 
focuses on methoxyamine, a 
drug discovered at the center 
that has received investigational 
drug status from the Food and 
drug administration. Members 
of the center for cancer drug 
development are evaluating 
methoxyamine in clinical trials 
to see whether it substantially 
increases the activity of  
standard chemotherapy drugs.  
a number of other agents are  
in development targeting 
essential cancer cell functions, 
such as dna replication and 
cancer cell proliferation.

Dr. Guilherme 
Oliveira

Guilherme H. oliveira, md, 
Director, Advanced Heart Failure 
Center and Onco-Cardiology 
Program, UH Harrington Heart 
& Vascular Institute; and Clinical 
Associate Professor of Medicine, 
Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine, explains that 
cardiologists had been observing 
a troubling trend: targeted cancer 
therapies were also targeting 
molecular mechanisms in the 
heart, causing heart dysfunction. 

chemotherapy agents, particularly 
anthracyclines, were known to 
have cardiotoxic effects, including 
left ventricular impairment, 
which in some cases progressed 
to full-blown heart failure, 
cardiomyopathy, arrhythmias 
and acute coronary syndromes. 
Similarly, other types of cancer 
treatment, such as radiation to the 
chest, can result in heart attacks, 
pericarditis, valvular disease or 
cardiomyopathy.

Through the collaborative onco-
cardiology program, cancer 
patients on cardiotoxic therapies 
are assessed and monitored 
throughout treatment so that 
interventions can occur as early 
as possible. The team uses 
cardiac Mri, functional exercise 
testing and, in selected cases, 
endomyocardial biopsy to identify 
cardiac complications. The 
objectives of the program are both 
to prevent future overt cardiac 
dysfunction and to prevent cancer 
treatment discontinuation, to help 
patients with cancer have positive 
outcomes now and into the future.

CollaBorative 
Care for 
patients 
WitH CanCer 
and Heart 
dysfUnCtion

as cancer therapies have become 

more effective over the past several 

decades, they’ve also caused serious 

cardiac complications in some patients. 

now UH Seidman cancer center has 

a new onco-cardiology program that 

teams physicians from the center with 

those from the UH Harrington Heart 

& vascular institute to identify and 

concurrently treat patients with cancer 

who may be at risk for heart failure.

Center for CanCer 
drUG development 
BrinGs novel 
tHerapies to 

patients

Dr. Afshin Dowlati

UH Seidman cancer center 

has established the center for 

cancer drug development, 

led by renowned lung cancer 

researcher and physician 

afshin dowlati, md,  

Rosalie and Morton A. Cohen 

Chair in Lung Cancer,  

UH Seidman Cancer Center; 

and Associate Professor of 

Medicine, Case Western 

Reserve School of Medicine.
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leading-edge Research in
                                  GenomiCs

•   a study of preoperative therapy in 
women with stage 2 or 3 breast 
cancer. it includes women with all 
types of receptor positive/negative 
breast cancers, who will receive 
different preoperative targeted 
treatment regimens depending  
on the subtype of cancer that  
they have. The researchers also  
look for genomic signatures in  
all participants at the time of  
their entry into the study to see  
if this predicts whether they are 
likely to benefit from a specific 
treatment protocol.

led by dr. lyndsay Harris, the Breast cancer program 

at UH Seidman cancer center offers patients the 

opportunity to enroll in a variety of pioneering clinical 

trials. current trials include:

•   a phase iii trial to determine 
whether treatment with BKM120 
plus fulvestrant prolongs 
progression-free survival compared 
to treatment with placebo plus 
fulvestrant in postmenopausal 
women with Hr+ Her2- 
aromatase inhibitor pretreated 
locally advanced or metastatic 
breast cancer whose disease has 
progressed on or after mTori 
containing regimen.

Dr. Lyndsay Harris

in September 2013,  
UH Seidman cancer 
center broke ground 
on a $30 million proton 
therapy center, becoming 
one of an elite group 
of cancer centers in the 
country to offer this 
revolutionary technology, 
and the first in ohio. 

Scheduled to open to 
patients in 2015, the 
proton Therapy center 
will be housed in an 
11,000-square-foot 
facility on the UH case 
Medical center campus. 
The technology will 
be used primarily for 
pediatric cancer patients 
as well as patients with 
certain brain and spine 
malignancies. 

proton therapy is an 
advanced type of 
radiation treatment that 
uses a powerful beam 
of protons to precisely 
target a tumor and at 
the same time reduce 

radiation to uninvolved 
tissues. Traditional 
radiation therapy uses 
photon beams, which 
are highly effective for a 
broad variety of cancers. 
However, in some 
cases, proton beams 
offer enhanced abilities 
to deliver radiation 
doses while selectively 
sparing healthy tissue. 
Most notably the use of 
protons is beneficial for 
the treatment of some 
cancers in children and 
young adults, who are 
more prone to short- and 
long-term complications 
from radiation. 

proton therapy also offers 
new hope for treatment 
of tumors that are 
difficult to reach or are 
in areas that are prone 
to radiation damage. 
For example, traditional 
radiation of tumors deep 
within the brain or at the 
lower part of the brain 
around the base of the 

skull may damage optic 
nerves and other neural 
tracts that are particularly 
sensitive to radiation, 
something that can  
be avoided or sharply 
limited with the use  
of a proton beam.

ongoing research is 
addressing the issues of 
whether it is best to use 
proton therapy alone 
or in combination with 
conventional radiation 
therapy and which  
types of cancers are 
best suited to treatment 
with this modality. The 
proton Therapy center 
will enable researchers 
at UH Seidman cancer 
center to participate in 
these kinds of research 
endeavors, including 
planned clinical trials  
of its use in certain 
tumors of the lung  
and prostate.

UH Seidman Cancer Center to open
                 proton tHerapy Center
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2013 
oUtComes  

all National Institutes of Health (NIH) funding for basic and clinical research is awarded 
to the School of Medicine at Case Western Reserve University.

ReseaRch
in 2011, nci awarded $11.3 million 
to case Western reserve University 
School of Medicine, creating a 
Specialized program of research 
excellence (Spore) in gastrointestinal 
(gi) cancers. Under the leadership 
of sanford markowitz, md, phd, 
medical oncologist, UH Seidman 
Cancer Center; and Francis Wragg 
Ingalls Professor of Cancer Genetics 
and Principal Investigator, GI SPORE, 

led by dr. neal J. meropol, an nci-funded trial examined the use of pre-acT 
(preparatory education about clinical Trials), a tailored, interactive, web-based 
intervention to address patient barriers to consideration of clinical trials as a 
treatment option. The prospective, randomized, multicenter, phase iii clinical trial 
evaluated 1,255 patients and utilized baseline assessments to determine their 
top clinical trial barriers. patients in the pre-acT group were presented with a 
video library of 30- to 90-second clips that addressed their individual barriers 
as indicated by their assessment results. patients in the control group received 
online, text-based information that wasn’t tailored to their individual barriers.  
a follow-up survey was conducted to reassess patient knowledge and attitudes. 
results presented at the asCo annual meeting showed that pre-aCt 
significantly improved patient understanding and attitudes toward 
clinical trials when viewed before a visit to an oncologist.Dr. Neal 

Meropol

Department of Medicine, Case 
Western Reserve University School 
of Medicine, Spore research at 
University Hospitals and case Western 
reserve University includes:

•   after previously developing 
a noninvasive test for early 
detection of colon cancers and 
colon adenomatous polyps 
using dna extracted from 
stool, the team launched a clinical 

trial that will help to clarify what 
should be done when a patient has 
contradictory test results: a positive 
stool dna test with a normal 
follow-up colonoscopy. researchers 
suspect that the stool dna testing 
may identify some colon cancers 
earlier than colonoscopy and that 
some of these patients will have a 
detectable lesion by colonoscopy at 
one year.

Karin Herrmann, md, radiologist, UH Case Medical Center; and 
Assistant Professor of Radiology, Case Western Reserve University 
School of Medicine, and a team of researchers published findings in 
the September issue of current radiology reports that a new form 
of imaging – peT/Mri – enhanced the physician’s ability to more 
accurately detect cancer and cancer metastasis, use in decision-
making, comparisons of detection accuracy across cancers and 
distinction of benign from malignant lesions in clinical settings. 
Specifically, it is promising in diagnosing and staging cancer and 
treatment planning of colorectal cancers, cervical, uterine, ovarian 
and pancreatic cancers – as well as in the diagnostic management of 
pediatric and young adult patients.
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The commitment to exceptional patient care begins with revolutionary discovery. 
University Hospitals case Medical center is the primary affiliate of case Western 
reserve University School of Medicine, a national leader in medical research and 
education and consistently ranked among the top research medical schools in  
the country by U.S. news & World report. Through their faculty appointments  
at case Western reserve University School of Medicine, physicians at  
UH case Medical center are advancing medical care through innovative  
research and discovery that bring the latest treatment options to patients.

all National Institutes of Health (NIH) funding for basic and clinical research is awarded 
to the School of Medicine at Case Western Reserve University.

ReseaRch

dr. andrew sloan created the first-in-human study of the neuroBlate™ Thermal 
Therapy System. Using this technology appears to provide a new, safe and 
minimally invasive procedure for treating recurrent glioblastoma (gBM).

The first 10 patients treated with this technology had a median age of 55, had 
tumors which were diagnosed to be inoperable or “high risk” for open surgical 
resection because of their location close to vital areas in the brain, or difficult 
to access with conventional surgery. all 10 patients were alert and responsive 
within one to two hours postoperatively and nine out of the 10 patients were 
ambulatory within hours. response and survival was also nearly 10½ months, 
better than expected for patients with such advanced disease.

tomorroW’s 
CUres today.

as reported in the new england Journal of Medicine, donated umbilical 
cord blood establishes a new blood supply in patients more quickly after 
transplantation when it is first expanded in the lab on a bed of cells that mimics 
conditions in the bone marrow. dr. marcos de lima led a study while on Md 
anderson’s faculty. Further, platelets and white blood cells engraft more quickly 
than in standard double-cord transplant. This establishment of new blood supply 
in patients reduces high-risk time to recovery.

 Dr. Marcos de Lima

Dr. Andrew Sloan
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dr. greenberg, associate professor in the University of 
pennsylvania’s perelman School of Medicine, has discovered an 
enzyme that is required to repair certain types of dna damage 
that occur during the development of hereditary breast and 
ovarian cancer. He believes that he can inhibit this enzyme to 
create irreparable dna damage in the cancer cells, causing the 
cells to die. This mechanism could be the foundation for new, 
more effective chemotherapy drugs.  

Through the relationship-building opportunities that the 
Harrington discovery institute offers, he hopes to lay the 
groundwork for translating his laboratory work into a 
powerful new cancer treatment. “To develop the necessary 
expertise to do this on our own would be tremendously time-
consuming, difficult to assemble and prohibitively expensive,” 
he notes. “The support provided by the Harrington discovery 
institute is very unique and very special.” read more at 
Harringtondiscovery.org/Scholar-innovator2013.

THe HaRRINgToN SCHolaR-INNovaToR gRaNT PRogRaM:  

CHaNgINg THe STaTUS QUo
Roger Greenberg, MD, PhD
Harrington Scholar-Innovator 2013
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hereditary breast and ovarian cancer

To be notified of the next Harrington  
Scholar-Innovator Grant call for proposals,  
email Natalie.Haynes@UHhospitals.org. 

“the support provided by  
              the Harrington discovery institute  
       is very unique and very special.”

the Harrington project for discovery & development is a  
$250 million national initiative to accelerate the development of medical 
breakthroughs by physician-scientists into medicines that benefit 
patients. it is a unique model that aligns, through mission and structure, 
nonprofit and for-profit resources into a system for drug development. 
The Harrington project thereby addresses a set of major challenges in 
medicine that have created a development gap for promising discoveries.

the Harrington discovery institute at University Hospitals case 
Medical center, the nonprofit component of The Harrington project, 
enables physician-scientists to translate their clinical insights and  
research into novel therapies that benefit patients and society.  
Through an annual competition, the Harrington discovery institute 
selects a group of medical innovators known as Harrington  
Scholar-innovators whose projects are funded and actively guided  
by drug discovery experts toward the clinical realm.  

HaRRINgToN DISCoveRy INSTITUTe  
aT UNIveRSITy HoSPITalS CaSe MeDICal CeNTeR

a Catalyst for a neW model 
in drUG development

Jayakrishna ambati, MD 
University of Kentucky

Darren Carpizo, MD, PhD
Rutgers Cancer Institute  
of New Jersey

garret fitzgerald, MD 
University of Pennsylvania

Mark Humayun, MD, PhD
University of Southern California

John Kheir, MD
Harvard University

Rahul Kohli, MD, PhD
University of Pennsylvania

gavril Pasternak, MD, PhD
Memorial Sloan-Kettering  
Cancer Center

Irina Petrache, MD
Indiana University

David Rowitch, MD, PhD
University of California,  
San Francisco

Jean Tang, MD, PhD 
Stanford University

David Wald, MD, PhD
Case Western Reserve University
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To learn more, visit HarringtonDiscovery.org.

The 2014 class of Harrington Scholar-innovators selected  
by the institute’s scientific advisory board are:
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Clinical research has always 

driven the practice of medicine 

to new heights and, as such,  

is deeply embedded within  

the very mission statement  

of University Hospitals: 

to Heal. to teach. to discover.

UH Case Medical Center

Center for 
CliniCal researCH 
and teCHnoloGy

In 1996, UH created a 
clinical trials office at 
what is now UH case 
Medical center. at the 
time of its creation, the 
focus and management 
of clinical trials was 
managed by a small 
staff. This team was 
charged with the fiscal 
management of a 
handful of clinical trials, 
as well as regulatory 
oversight of human 
subject protections.  
By 2000, the office 
became known as the  
UH research institute.

from 1996 to 2003, 
the clinical research 
enterprise at the 
academic medical center 
continued to expand, 
resulting in exponential 
growth of both the staff 
and the research activity 
managed. The institute 
grew into a much broader 

support department  
and became the center 
for clinical research  
and Technology (ccrT), 
which consists of seven 
offices dedicated to 
developing a standardized 
platform ensuring the 
responsible conduct of 
research for patients 
through scientific, 
regulatory, legal, ethical 
and fiscal review.

The ccrT now 
provides infrastructure, 
programmatic, personnel 
and administrative 
support for all research 
activities performed at 
UH by UH medical or 
scientific staff. These 
medical scientists are 
national and international 
leaders in their respective 
fields and are committed 
to identifying standards 
of excellence and 
potential areas for 
improvement to promote 
and facilitate clinical and 
translational research.

By 2013, the ccrT 
activities amounted to 
over $42 million at UH 
and $167 million of 
UH activity related to 
the affiliation between 
UH and case Western 
reserve University School 
of Medicine. These funds 
emanate from nearly 
1,200 active grants and 
contracts at UH and 
nearly 700 additional 
grants that annually 
fund the shared faculty 
of UH and the School of 
Medicine through nearly 
2,300 active human 
research protocols.

 

To learn more about the Center for Clinical Research and 
Technology directly, visit UHhospitals.org/Clinical-Research,  
call 216-844-5576 or email ClinicalResearch@UHhospitals.org.
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leadership
nathan levitan, md
President, UH Seidman Cancer
Center at UH Case Medical Center
Professor of Medicine, 
Hematology and Oncology
stanton l. Gerson, md
Director, UH Seidman Cancer 
Center at UH Case Medical Center
Director, Case Comprehensive 
Cancer Center at Case
Western Reserve University
Asa and Patricia Shiverick – Jane 
Shiverick (Tripp) Professor of 
Hematologic Oncology

Hematology and oncology
sanjay p. ahuja, md
Associate Professor
Jennifer C. anderson, phd
Assistant Professor
Joseph C. Baar, md
Associate Professor
nathan a. Berger, md
Professor
mark d. Bergman, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
mukesh Bhatt, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Joseph a. Bokar, md
Assistant Professor
paolo f. Caimi, md
Assistant Professor
erica l. Campagnaro, md
Assistant Professor
richard Chang, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Cheng e. Chee, md
Assistant Professor
matthew m. Cooney, md
Assistant Professor
Brenda W. Cooper, md
Professor
dale Cowan, md
Clinical Professor
peter de Blank, md
Assistant Professor
marcos de lima, md
Professor
elliot r. dickman, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Clark W. distelhorst, md
Charles S. Britton, II, Chair in the 
Division of Hematology  
and Oncology
Professor

afshin dowlati, md
Rosalie and Morton A. Cohen 
Chair in Oncology
Professor
Jennifer eads, md
Assistant Professor
rachel a. egler, md
Assistant Professor
ruben escuro, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
maria espinosa, md
Clinical Assistant Professor 
yan feng, md, phd
Assistant Professor 
Judah d. friedman, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Joseph Gibbons, md
Associate Professor 
michael K. Gibson, md, phd
Associate Professor
deborah Gold, md
Assistant Professor
vinay K. Gudena, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
lyndsay Harris, md
Diana Hyland Chair  
for Breast Cancer
Professor
Christopher Hoimes, md
Assistant Professor
alex y. Huang, md
Associate Professor
xuan Huang, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Belagodu Kantharaj, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Henry B. Koon, md
Assistant Professor
smitha s. Krishnamurthi, md
Associate Professor
Hillard m. lazarus, md
George and Edith Richman Chair 
& Distinguished Scientist in 
Cancer Research 
Professor
John J. letterio, md
Jane and Lee Seidman Chair in 
Pediatric Cancer Innovation 
Professor
Wei lin, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
patrick litam, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Jane a. little, md
Associate Professor
raymond lobins, md
Clinical Assistant Professor

neeraj mahajan, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
sanford d. markowitz, md
Professor
Joe H. matloub, md
Professor
suresh mendpara, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
neal J. meropol, md
Dr. Lester E. Coleman, Jr. Chair in 
Cancer Research & Therapeutics
Professor
lalitha v. nayak, md
Assistant Professor 
Charles J. nock, md
Assistant Professor
robin norris, md
Assistant Professor
Cynthia owusu, md
Assistant Professor
amma owusu-ansah, md
Clinical Instructor
Gil s. peleg, md
Assistant Professor 
agne petrosiute, md
Instructor
Connie m. piccone, md
Assistant Professor
amy reese, md
Assistant Professor
lisa rogers, do
Professor
ayman a. saleh, md
Adjunct Assistant Professor
Joel n. saltzman, md
Assistant Professor
alvin H. schmaier, md
Robert W. Kellermeyer, MD  
Chair in Oncology
Professor
neelesh sharma, md, phd
Assistant Professor
Jay sidloski, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
paula silverman, md
Associate Professor
duncan s. stearns, md
Assistant Professor
Jason a. stern, do
Clinical Assistant Professor
lois J. teston, md
Assistant Professor
Willem J. van Heeckeren, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
shaveta vinayak, md
Assistant Professor 
Jennifer l. vollweiler, md
Clinical Assistant Professor

Gregory p. Warren, md
Assistant Professor
Basem William, md
Assistant Professor
Wenhui zhu, md
Clinical Assistant Professor

radiation oncology
fredrick J. Barton, md
Clinical Instructor
tithi Biswas, md
Clinical Associate Professor
Jennifer dorth, md
Assistant Professor
Joel H. elconin, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
rod J. ellis, md
Associate Professor
Jerald Katcher, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
simon s. lo, md
Associate Professor
Janice a. lyons, md
Associate Professor
mitchell machtay, md
Vincent K. Smith Chair in 
Radiation Oncology
Professor
david mansur, md
Associate Professor
louis J. novak, md
Assistant Professor
martin l. ribovich, md
Assistant Clinical Professor
mehran saboori, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
tracy sherentz, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
min yao, md
Associate Professor

Surgical oncology
robert abouassaly, md
Assistant Professor
John B. ammori, md
Assistant Professor
James arnold, md
Professor 
nicholas Bambakidis, md
Associate Professor
Kevin l. Banks, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
david Bardenstein, md
Professor
edward m. Barksdale Jr., md
Robert J. Izant, Jr., MD, Chair in 
Pediatric Surgery
Professor
donald r. Bodner, md
Professor

scott C. Boulanger, md
Assistant Professor
Bradley J. Champagne, md
Associate Professor
edward e. Cherullo, md
Associate Professor
Conor p. delaney, md
Professor
patrick J. Getty, md
Barbara Peterson Ruhlman Chair 
in Orthopaedics
Associate Professor
amitabh p. Goel, md
Clinical Associate Professor
Cathy l. Graham, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Jeffrey m. Hardacre, md
Associate Professor
seth alan Hoffer, md
Assistant Professor
John J. Jasper, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
sadaf Khan, md
Clinical Assistant Professor
Julian a. Kim, md
Charles A. Hubay Chair in Surgery
Professor
William a. larchian, md
Visiting Associate Professor
pierre lavertu, md
Professor
philip a. linden, md
Associate Professor
margaret mann, md
Assistant Professor 
eric l. marderstein, md
Assistant Professor
Jeffrey m. marks, md
Professor
nicole maronian, md
Associate Professor
Cliff a. megerian, md
Richard W. and Patricia R. Pogue 
Chair in Auditory Surgery and 
Hearing Sciences
Professor
Jonathan p. miller, md
Assistant Professor
yaron perry, md
Clinical Associate Professor
marjie l. persons, md
Associate Professor
Jeffrey l. ponsky, md
Chairman of Department  
of Surgery
Professor
lee e. ponsky, md
Leo & Charlotte Goldberg Chair in 
Advanced Surgical Therapies
Associate Professor

Kimberly e. resnick, md
Assistant Professor
Harry l. reynolds Jr., md
Associate Professor
rod p. rezaee, md
Assistant Professor
Jason m. robke, md
Assistant Professor
lisa m. rock, md
Clinical Instructor
michael J. rosen, md
Professor
Jonathon ross, md
Professor 
edmund sanchez, md
Associate Professor
James a. schulak, md
Professor
Warren r. selman, md
Professor
robert r. shenk, md
Associate Professor
Christopher t. siegel, md
Associate Professor
andrew e. sloan, md
Peter D. Cristal Chair in 
Neurosurgery
Associate Professor
Hooman t. soltanian, md
Associate Professor
sharon l. stein, md
Associate Professor
steven e. Waggoner, md
Associate Professor
Kenneth Woodside, md
Assistant Professor
scott m. Wilhelm, md
Associate Professor
Kristine m. zanotti, md
Associate Professor
Chad a. zender, md
Assistant Professor
Hui zhu, md
Assistant Professor

genetics
Goutham narla, md
Assistant Professor

onco-cardiology
Guilherme H. oliveira, md
Clinical Associate Professor

Supportive oncology
elizabeth Weinstein, md
Assistant Professor

clinicians and Scientists at UH case Medical center and  
case Western reserve University School of Medicine

physicians receive their academic appointments and their accompanying titles from  
Case Western reserve University school of medicine.
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